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The Panama Canal
– just passing through

Through whatever prism you view the expanded Panama Canal, there’s no
question that the shiny new water-saving locks have blown the global supply
chain wide open since they opened for business in June 2016.

Inside
Bulkers and tankers
challenge the box ships
Going large after a
ten-year wait

Heralding a wave of enthusiastic
investments in port infrastructure and
equally ambitious logistics centres built
to cater to the principal and emerging
population centres of the US, the
widened canal has thrown up some
golden opportunities for key players in
global supply chains.
As with any infrastructure project that
comes with a US$5.25bn price tag,
there was more than a hint of anxiety in
the air when Panamanian president
Martin Torrijos started the widening

project in 2007 with a big bang.
The outdated locks had become a
bottleneck between the world’s two
biggest trade partners, China and the
US, and with a seven-year timeframe
on delivery, few could predict with
certainty what would be waiting for the
canal upon completion.
Looking at how much the industry
changed since, it’s easy with hindsight
to understand Panamanian
uncertainty.
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Original plans for a widened canal
were shaped on designs to
accommodate the “workhorse” vessels
of the time, the 8,500 teu ships that
plied the trade between Asia and the
US west coast.
Underpinning the canal’s market
studies was a certainty that global
unfettered free trade was here to stay.
A decade later, with the prospect of a
full-blown trade war on the horizon, the
new locks on the Paciﬁc and Atlantic
sides of the canal are already regularly
handling vessels of 14,863 teu capacity
(that’s almost 50% of an old panamax
vessel more than the maximum
dimensions of 12,500 teu ﬁrst held
aloft in the original canal expansion
plans).
Each of these box behemoths is the
equivalent of three panamax vessels
that transited the original locks. The
cost savings for lines and shippers of
being able to employ such large
vessels rather than the 4,600 teu
panamax, are all too obvious, even with
a transit cost of up to $700,000 per
ship.
Tried and tested
While the full implications of the
expansion are still to reveal
themselves, there’s little doubt that
this tried and tested shortcut from the
Paciﬁc to Atlantic oceans has lost none
of its century-old allure.
Cutting 14 days off a round-trip from
Shanghai to New York, the canal has
maintained its relevance for
international shipping even at a time of
trade tensions between China and the
US.
ACP administrator Jorge Quijano
promised to “usher in a new era for
world commerce”, when the new locks
officially opened. The canal has
certainly delivered on that promise,
says Argelis Moreno de Ducreux, the
leader of the Panama Canal Liner
Services Segment.

shipping lines, looking to double up on
carryings on their east-west services.
Coupled with cut-price tariff
incentives by Panama on the return leg
of the journey that have been designed
to encourage the lines to convert their
round-the-world services into Asia-US
east coast pendulum services, the
canal has been successful at reversing
the shift of vessel loops to Suez during
the last ﬁve years.
So much so, that it has already
returned to its pre-expansion project
dominance when it comes to market
share on the Asia-North America

Panama’s connectivity and its ability
to link important consumer markets
like Brazil, Mexico and the Caribbean
has pushed it ahead of Suez for
2
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“The performance of the locks has
fulﬁlled and exceeded what we
expected for the ﬁrst two years,” says
Silvia de Marucci, executive manager
of the Panama Canal Authority’s
economic analysis and market
research division. “We closed the ﬁscal
year with the news that our market
share [on the Asia-US trade] has gone
from 40-42% in 2015/2016 to 47%
this year.”
The canal’s share of this all-important
tradelane – which represented 34% of
the canal’s total traffic in ﬁscal year
2018 (October-October) – has
ﬂuctuated between a high of 57% in
2009 and a low of 11% when the canal
was handed over by the US to Panama
in 1999.
The intermodal land bridge that links
the west coast ports of US and Canada
to the east coast hinterland has seen
its market share decline from a high of
86% in 1999 to around 31% currently
while Suez has seen its share slip back
since the opening of the new locks in
Panama.

“The expanded canal has effectively
reshaped global trade routes. With the
expanded canal complete, our locks
can accommodate 96% of the world’s
containerships.
“So far, we have welcomed 16 new
liner services to transit the expanded
canal and we expect shipping lines will
continue to re-route services and rely
on the canal as they take advantage of
the economies of scale offered by the
expansion.”

east coast trade.

ACP administrator Jorge Quijano
promised to “usher in a new era
for world commerce,” when the
new locks officially opened. The
canal has certainly delivered on
that promise

Francisco Crespo, Maersk marine
manager for the US east coast, says
Panama offers much more than just an
old-fashioned short cut for shippers
and lines.
“There are the obvious attractions of
being able to move larger ships via the
canal but are there other secondary
advantages of the widening of the
canal.

“The positive impact of cargo
consolidation in Panama and other
areas in the region that have made this
route more attractive than alternative
routes like Suez. The fact is that,
having the ability to deploy larger ships
through the Panama Canal has allowed
Maersk Line to move bigger vessels
from certain origins in Asia to the US
east coast/Gulf. For us, with the new
locks, Panama is preferable for sailings
from Shanghai and further north like
Korea to ports south of New York.”
With 32 feeder services linking
Panamanian ports to other hinterlands
like the east and west coasts of South
America, as well as the Gulf of Mexico,
the canal has beneﬁted from its
proximity to key markets.
Bigger ships
However, the arrival of bigger ships
hasn’t been the ﬁllip to Panamanian
ports it was expected to be. Combined
volumes in Panama’s container
terminals posted zero growth this year,
following a 10% increase in 2017.
The ﬂat throughput ﬁgures follow up
on the disappointment of receiving no
bids for a concession to construct a
new box hub, Corozal Container
Terminal, on land adjacent to
Hutchison Port Holdings Balboa when
it was tendered by the Panama Canal
last year.
Maersk’s APM Terminals, MSC’s
Terminal Investment, CMA CGM’s
Terminal Link and Singapore-based
PSA International were all expected to
submit the required speciﬁcations for

the 5m teu capacity terminal.

These direct services have made
neighbouring countries like Colombia
more attractive as a transhipment
point owing to the combination of
connectivity with other tradelanes plus
local cargo.

Nonetheless, the canal has become
so integrated into the global supply
chain that the impact of its expansion
in the port arena is being felt further
aﬁeld.
Neighbours in Colombia – Cartagena
and Buenaventura – have experienced
double-digit increases in their traffic
since the new canal opened.
CMA CGM also opted to make
Kingston, Jamaica, its ﬁrst major
investment in Caribbean container
terminals, almost immediately after
Panama’s widened locks. The French
carrier commenced its 20-year lease
agreement at Kingston Freeport
Terminal in July, 2016, a week after the
widened canal opened.
CMA CGM doubled down on its
Caribbean play by sending 14,855 teu
vessels through the canal to underline
its intention to place the all-waterroute and Jamaica at the heart of its
east-west network.

Panalpina recently chose Cartagena,
on Colombia’s Caribbean coast, for its
ﬁrst Latin American ocean freight hub
operation.
Clas Thorell, Panalpina’s global head
of ocean freight LCL, said it had looked
at Panama as an option for the activity,
but opted for Cartagena due to the
operating advantages of the port,
coupled with the local cargo available
in Colombia.
“We want to be part of the future of
this emerging market by offering
ﬁnancially viable solutions to
customers who source or distribute in
these markets,” he says.
The Colombia hub offers 20 inbound
connections and 18 outbound
connections through Panalpina’s
Pantainer Express Line, allowing
smaller shipments to move by ocean
on consistent and regular departures.

It is investing $150m to expand the
terminal to enable it to receive the
largest vessels with an extra 1,200
metres of linear quay.
Ports on the US east coast, like
Savannah, New York and Miami, all
have similar plans and are already
seeing the beneﬁts of a widened canal.
The phenomenon is attributed to the
ease with which bigger ships are now
calling direct on important north-south
trades.

Cartagena’s connectivity has
improved with the arrival of new
deepsea services that have bolstered
links from Latin America to Asia,
helping to reduce lead times for
customers.
“It’s great if you’re focused on the
Asian market and Intra-Latin America,
Cartagena offers better connectivity
and lead time operations than we had
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in Panama,” he says. Hamburg Süd and
Maersk Line currently use the port as
their principal Caribbean hub
connecting their north-south and
east-west tradelanes.

The CMA CGM T Roosevelt, the largest cargo ship ever to enter an
east coast port after the recently completed raising of the
Bayonne Bridge, as seen in the NY Harbor on September 7 2017

Further along the supply chain at
destinations in the US, the canal’s
impact is being felt not just at ports
but also the need for more efficient
inland connectivity in the shape of
intermodal rail networks.
The American Association of Port
Authorities reports plans for $154.8bn
in port investments in the ﬁve-year
period since the canal expansion was
completed, which is a threefold
expansion on the $46bn in the
previous ﬁve-year period.
Much of the investment is linked to
the explosion in liqueﬁed natural gas
(LNG) exports from the US gulf coast
(see box) but there’s also an impetus
to raise US port and rail infrastructure
to the levels required to accommodate
the larger vessels arriving via Panama.
In Savannah, home to the biggest

single container terminal on the US
east coast, traffic is up 8.4% in 2018
and intermodal liftings were up 16.1%
to 435,000 moves in ﬁscal year 2018. It
is investing $1bn to take capacity
from 5.5m teu a year to 8m teu by
2028.
In particular the development of its
Mason Mega Rail facility will double the
port of Savannah’s rail capacity to 1m
lifts per year by 2020.
Record growth
“Georgia has simply built a superior
logistics solution and our customers
and carriers are responding,” says GPA
board chairman Jimmy Allgood. “We
continue to deliver a congestion-free
terminal operation, even with record
growth.”
In New York, the raising of the
Bayonne Bridge is a key component
allowing the biggest vessels to be
deployed on the all-water route via the
Panama Canal.
Its completion last year put paid to
fears that the rest of the supply chain

would not be ready for use in the
“new era for world commerce”.
In fact, the only dark clouds currently
hanging over the canal are the
ominous ones over the industry in
general – talk of trade wars between
China and the US could threaten to
undo all of the good work.
With 100 years of history under its
belt however, the canal remains upbeat
on trade despite the prospect of a
whole slew of goods being hit by tit-fortat tariffs.
“This year we don’t expect an impact
but in 2020 if that continues we may
see some changes in trade patterns,”
says de Marucci.
“We think that the ﬁrst thing we
might see is the utilisation of container
vessels will be lower, but it won’t be
enough to affect a whole service. It
might affect utilisation which may
affect proﬁtability for the lines. The
strength of the canal is its diversity
that’s what has got us through any
difficult times in the past.”

Bulkers and tankers challenging the box ships
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While the shift back towards Panama, away from
Suez, now appears all too obvious, there have been
some unexpected outcomes from the expansion,
also. Traffic ﬂows are no longer as one-sided as they
were.
While the container business still ﬂows
predominantly west to east, the dry bulk and energy
sectors have beneﬁted from the widening of the
locks to accommodate the world’s box beasts. LNG
and LPG shipments have started to challenge
container vessels for transit slots in both directions.
A total of 1.5m tonnes of LNG vessels transited in
2016, a number that leapt sharply to 17m tonnes in
2017 and 31m tonnes in 2018. LPG transits currently
account for 27% of total traffic ﬁgures and LNG
10%. The opportunities associated with this industry
are being felt in Panama and beyond.
At home there are plans to build import terminals
on the Atlantic side of the canal that would be used
for energy and offer the chance for LNG bunkering
facilities.
These, in turn, are being encouraged by
developments in the US, where there are plans for more
than $122bn in terminals on the Gulf coast to capitalise on the
demand for US LNG.
Restrictions by the Panama Canal of one transit a day by the
LNG neopanamax vessels have been relaxed to allow up to four a
day to facilitate the demand.
“The expanded canal is redrawing global trade routes, in the
LNG industry and across segments, as shippers have more
opportunity to take advantage of the economies of scale
provided with the neopanamax locks,” says Panama Canal

deputy administrator Manuel Benitez.
As much as the growth in this segment is good news for the
canal, container lines are also optimistic that it could bring
about a diminishing in its reliance on the box segment to
recover the cost of expansion.
“Container segment usage of the Panama Canal accounted for
18% of the capacity while contributing 43% to the income of
the canal in 2017,” says Francisco Crespo, Maersk marine
manager for the US east coast. “It is important for the canal to
continue to assess its tariffs in order to remain competitive.”
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Going large after a ten-year wait
Brazilian recession and shipping lines
were more than eager to deploy
expensive tonnage into a transpaciﬁc
trade that was still showing robust
demand growth.

Ocean carriers waited a decade for the widened Panama Canal to come to
fruition. All major industry stakeholders are realising key beneﬁts from the
huge infrastructure project
The beneﬁts from the widening of the
Panama Canal’s locks in June 2016 will
far out-weigh its original estimated
$5.5bn cost. After more than two
years, the container industry is reaping
the rewards of being able to deploy
signiﬁcantly larger ships through the
canal. Shippers are also taking
advantage of cheaper freight rates. For
many of the major industry
stakeholders, it is a win-win scenario.

deploy neopanamax vessels up to 365
metres in length, 48.8 metre beam and
with a draught of 15.2 metres.

For the container industry, several
routes are critical for Panama Canal
transits: Asia to east coast North
America, Europe to west coast South
America and east coast North America
to west coast South America.

Depending on the detailed
speciﬁcations, ships of around 13,000
teu nominal capacity can now transit
the canal – representing a paradigm
shift for the industry. Indeed, this was a
huge relief for the major operators
since it enabled them to deploy a
surplus of 8,000 teu-and-above
tonnage into new tradelanes. It relieved
pressure on routes that for too long
had borne the brunt of excess capacity
which had ultimately translated into
poor rate levels for lines.

One of the key drivers of the huge
infrastructure project was to capitalise
on the continued growth of
containerised goods ﬂowing through
key trade lanes, particularly on the
transpaciﬁc route between Asia and
the east coast of North America.

Prior to June 2016, not a single
container operator was making money
on the 13 all-water transpaciﬁc loops,
simply because unit costs for the
smaller panamax-sized ships meant
that they could not break even. For
several years this had given shipping
lines the incentive to increase their
portfolio of Asia-east coast North
America services via the Suez Canal.

Fresh employment
Many of these ships of 8,000 teu and
above were originally intended for
deployment into key Latin American
routes and they found fresh
employment in the transpaciﬁc. For
three years the Asia-east coast South
America trade had suffered from the

A by-product of the widened canal
was that it would initiate a wider
movement of traffic away from west
coast into east coast routings and thus
the major eastern seaboard ports of
North America would beneﬁt.
Additional cargo demand was not
created by the new canal, it is simply
that cargo has been re-routed – and all
down to cost dynamics.

During the second quarter of 2016
there were seven weekly services
running through the Suez Canal – all
designed around port calls in southern
China and major South-east Asian
hubs where lines could remain
competitive on transit.

Prior to the expansion, global
container operators were constrained
by the size of ships they could deploy
through the locks. The largest ships
that could transit the canal were ﬁrstgeneration panamax vessels with a
maximum 32.3 metre beam and 12
metre draught. This equated to vessels
no larger than 5,100 teu capacity.
Small by current industry standards,
and no longer considered viable to
operate in many major deepsea lanes.
Operators have since been able to

Q2 2016

No of
strings

Q3 2018

Average Largest
No of
vessel
vessel
panamax
size (teu) size (teu) vessels
(4,0005,125 teu)

No of
strings

Average Largest
No of
vessel
vessel
panamax
size (teu) size (teu) vessels
(4,0005,125 teu)

Asia to east coast North America
(Panama Canal)
Asia to east coast North America
Suez Canal)
Europe to west coast south

13

4,625

5,100

148

14

8,300

14,400

15

7

7,600

9,300

18

4

7,400

11,000

9

7

3,550

5,300

1

5

4,600

11,500

7

Totals

27

182

23

8
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The biggest advantage for operators
was that they could utilise signiﬁcantly
larger ships, giving them much lower
unit costs. Two years ago, the average
all-water loop via Suez was deploying
ships of 7,300 teu compared with only
4,600 teu via the Panama Canal.
A crucial question for the industry
prior to June 2016 was how quickly,
and to what extent, ocean carriers
would pile into the trade with much
larger ships? This was certainly a
major issue for ports, in terms of
preparation and catering for continued
infrastructure investment. The
expectation was that in most cases
lines would be very keen to do so, but
in the end they were more cautious.
Big ship-ready
Apart from the sound business
incentive to see how the new Panama
Canal performed in terms of managing
operational transits with ships of
double the size, there was the other
issue that not all of the ports on the US
east coast were big ship-ready. The
strategy deployed by most lines was to
phase in their deployments in two
stages, ﬁrstly to upgrade to the 8,000
teu level and then move up to the
13,000 teu scale within 12 to 18
months.
The phasing-in of ship sizing would
also vary at the alliance level simply
because of the availability of ships of
different sizes – either owned or
chartered – by the major alliances at
the time: 2M, Ocean Three, G6 and
CKYHE.
In the space of just over two years
however, average ship size deployment
on the transpaciﬁc trade has
dramatically changed. As of the third

quarter of this year, the 14 weekly allwater loops via the Panama Canal
increased ship deployment size by
80% to 8,300 teu. This compares with
the average 7,400 teu size of ships
deployed on Suez routes. The main
differentiation here is that lines have
re-structured existing Suez loops
around calls at South-east Asian hubs
such as Singapore, Cai Mep (Vietnam)
and Port Klang, and the critical mass of
volume is not quite there yet to bring
about a shift to much larger ships.
A major point to emphasise here is
that not all Panama Canal loops had
uniformly been upgraded to 13,000
teu. One rogue operator remains Zim,
which has refused to fully upgrade its
Z7S string, choosing to still deploy a
number of chartered 5,000 teu units.
The conﬁguration of port calls on
particular strings has also stopped the
wholesale upgrade of services. This is
partly based on transit times and also
around differentiation of products. In a
liner world increasingly described as
“heavily commoditised”, operators
have segmented Gulf Coast services
away from the core east coast port
calls of New York, Savannah and
Charleston.
To this end, two services focused on
Houston and Mobile only – 2M’s Lone
Star and Ocean Alliance’s GME – are
still tonnaged at the relatively small
6,500 teu and 4,500 teu levels
respectively. Both major Gulf ports
have seen a robust growth in annual
volumes, driven by exports of
chemicals and related products to Asia
in the last two to three years. However,
operators are probably not quite ready
yet to start putting the much larger

container vessels into these niche
trade lanes until there is sufficient
volume.
At the carrier or alliance level, some
have been quicker to react to the
beneﬁts of economies of scale brought
about by the widened Panama Canal.
CMA CGM was ﬁrst to try out major
west coast ports with its 18,000 teu
ships during late 2016 – although that
remained a trial only – and, together
with its Ocean alliance partners, has
placed some of its more recent
newbuilds into the east coast North
America transpaciﬁc trade.
The 2017-2018 CMA CGM newbuild
trio, named after American presidents,
(14,400 teu capacity) are now
deployed on the Ocean Alliance’s
Manhattan Bridge loop, which serves
New York, Savannah and Norfolk.
Indeed, the Panama Canal project
was also a major impetus for New York
to up its game. As the premier port of
call on the US east coast, the
improvement of air draught for the
Bayonne bridge was essential for
larger ships to gain access to the port’s
inner facilities – Maher Terminals, Port
Newark and others. This was ﬁnalised
in June last year.
Changing lanes
Only a few years ago, at the time of
ordering, these newbuild vessels were
all heading for the Asia-Europe or Asiawest coast North America trades, but
carriers have in some cases adapted
their strategy with the growth or
decline of various routes. In essence,
the biggest ships will go where the
carriers believe they can make the
most money and capitalise on trade
growth.
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The continued, and in some ways
unexpected, strong growth on the
transpaciﬁc route as well as the shift of
business away from the west coast has
been to the great beneﬁt of Panama
Canal transits and east coast ports.
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Did the widened canal kill off the
future of older panamax units in the
4,000-5,100 teu range? In the 12month period from July 2016 to June
2017, some 60 ships of the traditional
panamax design were scrapped, and
the writing was on the wall for this
class of ship and for many owners who
were reliant on chartering out relatively
small ships. Now, only 15 ships of this
size operate through the canal on
transpaciﬁc loops compared with
nearly 150 units only two years ago.

33
countries represented by
visitors & delegates

Attendees in 2018 included:

Defying forecasts
Although a mature trade, the headhaul
transpaciﬁc has continued to defy
analysts, given the strong 4-5% overall
annual growth experienced in both
2016 and 2017, taking total eastbound
ﬂows last year to about 17.5-18m teu.
This year’s volumes have again deﬁed
initial forecasts, but it is clear that the
China-US trade disputes have
signiﬁcantly propelled shipments in
recent months as US importers hope
to beat the implementation of new
tariff increases in early 2019.
The momentum has helped carrier
proﬁtability and port ﬂows at eastern
US ports and in recent years the
statistics reveal how much of the
transpaciﬁc cargo pie has been
steered away by all-water routes.
Back in 2013, all-water headhaul
transpaciﬁc routes to the east and Gulf
coasts commanded nearly 29% of
overall volumes, but by end 2017 this
had grown to 33.5%.
The US west coast lockout in 2015-16
helped facilitate some of the
movement as some shippers switched
supply chains to east coast routeings
and in some cases did not return all of
their cargo.
Nonetheless, it is clear that the
widening of the Panama Canal has
brought about a shift in cargo from
west to east coasts.

More info

Ocean carriers have been able to reengineer existing strings with more
modern tonnage in order to reduce
unit costs and shippers have another
transpaciﬁc option that is considerably
cheaper than before. Before mid-2016,
average Asia-east coast North America
spot freight rates were considered to
be in the range of $2,800 to $3,300
per feu, and in calendar year 2015 the
average differential between east and

tocevents-asia.com

west coast spot rates (based on the
SCFI) was $1,600.

lines could be said to be taking
advantage of the current surge in
head-haul volumes and reduction in
supply. The demand outlook for 2019
is now more uncertain and the delivery
of more than 50 units of at least 11,000
teu nominal capacity will lead to more
cascading opportunities for carriers.

In the 12-month period to the end of
June 2018, the differential cost
between the two coasts has averaged
$915 per feu. In simple terms, the new
canal has completely changed cost
dynamics for major stakeholders with
average spot rates to the east coast
now at about $2,600 per feu.

The widened Panama Canal has been
a game changer for the industry and it
has given signiﬁcant beneﬁts to each
major group of stakeholders. With the
canal authority recently increasing the
maximum beam for vessels transiting
from 49 metres to 51.3 metres, the
playing ﬁeld continues to change. This
is a development that lines will
continue to watch closely – effective
tradelane deployment is their
number-one concern, after bunker
cost recovery.

The large increase in cargo ﬂows
since the early part of this summer
have pushed east coast rates up to well
above $3,000 per feu – increasing the
average for the year. But, due to lower
unit costs, average all-water
transpaciﬁc freight rates are now much
more competitive for shippers.
Current levels of $3,400 per feu and
above will not last for much longer –

Development of average-size vessels through the Panama Canal
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Development of largest-size vessels through the Panama Canal
2016-2018 (teu)
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